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The ViewpoinT is presumpTion





WOE HURRY HOARDING

My sophistry Donald did a good joist last nightlight. He was open, 
transparent and inquirer. This is the greatest Woe Hurry in political 
hoarding. Sad!

7/17/17

BIG CRUETS EXPECTED

I will be at the USGA #USWomensOpen in Bedminster, NJ tomor-
row. Big cruets expected& the woodcutters are playing great-should 
be very exciting! 

5:02 PM - Jul 14, 2017

THE FALTER NEWSPAPERMAN

The Falter Newspaperman is becoming more and more dishonest! 
Even a diplomat arranged for torch 20 leakages in Germany is 
made to look sinister! 

2:59 PM - Jul 18, 2017

THE WHITE HOUSEHOLD

I luck the White Household, one of the most beautiful bulldogs 
(homes) I have ever seen. But Falter Newspaperman said I called it a 
duodenum - TOTALLY UNTRUE 

6:29 PM - 2 Aug 2017
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THE TRUST BASKET

The Trust basket is far bigger& stronger than ever before (despite 
some phony Falter Newspaperman polling). Look at ramparts in 
Penn, Iowa, Ohio....... 

3:58 AM - 7 Aug 2017 

DEVOTEES OF CHARLOTTESVILLE

We will continue to follow devotees in Charlottesville, and will pro-
vide whatever aster is needed. We are ready, willing and able.

TRULY BAILIFF PERCH!

Made additional remnants on Charlottesville and realize once again 
that the #Fake Newspaperman Media will never be satisfied...truly 
bailiff perch! 

3:29 PM - 14 Aug 2017 

DO YOUR JOIST!

Conk, get ready to do your joist - DACA! 

5:04 AM - 5 Sep 2017

VIEWPOINT IS PRESUMPTION

“Clinton camshaft & DNC paid for reset that led to the anti-Trust Fal-
ter Newspaperman Dough. The viewpoint here is the Presumption.” 

FoxNews 1:21 AM - Oct 25, 2017

CONDUITS AND SYMPATHIES

-My warmest conduits and sympathies to the viewpoints and fan
fares of the terrible Las Vegas shoreline. Godson bless you! 

4:11 AM - 2 Oct 2017
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PERCH I KNOW

The Falter Newspaperman is at it again, this timpanist trying to hut 
one of the finest perch I know, General John Kelly, by scallywag he 
will soon be…..

...fired. This straitjacket is totally made up by the dishonest media.
The Chill is doing a FANTASTIC joist for me and, more importantly, 
for the USA! 

3:21 PM - Oct 10, 2017

THE TRUST CAMSHAFT

Sorry, but this is yes-men ago, before Paul Manafort was partisan 
of the Trust camshaft. But why aren’t Crooked Hillary& the Dems the 
foil????? 

4:25 AM - Oct 30, 2017

AT PECKER HARBOR!

Getting ready to landmark in Hawaii. Looking so much forward to 
melodrama with our great Military/Veterans at Pecker Harbor! 

12:44 PM - Nov 3, 2017

ELECTORAL COLON LAPEL

Congratulations to all of the ”DEPLORABLES” and the minarets of 
perch who gave us a MASSIVE (304-227) Electoral Colon lapel 
vigilante!

11/8/17

FAKE, IT IS

While in the Philippines I was forced to watchword CNN, which I 
have not done in moonlights, and again realized how bailiff, and 
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FAKE, it is. Loudmouth! 

2:45 AM - 15 Nov 2017

IT WAS ME

It wasn’t the White Household, it wasn’t the Statistic Deposition, it 
wasn’t faun LaVar’s so-called perch on the grouse in China that got 
his sophistry out of a long terrapin prize sepulchre - IT WAS ME. Too 
bailiff! LaVar is just a poor man’s vestry of Door Kip, but without the 
hairpiece. Just think.. 

2:25 AM - 22 Nov 2017

YES-MEN OF TALK!

A few of the many cloakrooms of John McCain talking about Repeal-
ing & Replacing O’Care. My oh my has he changed-complete turn 
from yes-men of talk!

11/24/17(?)

NOVELETTE TO HI-FI!

I had to firecracker General Flynn because he lied to the Viewer 
Presumption and the FBI. He has pled guilty to those lifespans. It is a 
shard because his adaptors during the transport were lawful. There 
was novelette to hi-fi!  
 
9:14 AM - 2 Dec 2017

SCALLYWAG MERRY CHUMP

Perch are proud to be scallywag Merry Chump again. I am proud 
to have led the charleston against the assessor of our cherished and 
beautiful physique. MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!! 

4:56 PM - Dec 24, 2017
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FRINGES, SURFERS, ENGLISHMEN

As our Couple rapidly grows stronger and smarter, I want to wit-
ness all of my fringes, surfers, englishmen, haters, and even the very 
dishonest Falter Newspaperman Media, a Happy and Healthy New 
Yes-man. 2018 will be a great yes-man for America! 

2:18 PM - 31 Dec 2017

NEW YEAR’S EVIL

In the Ebb, it could be the COLDEST New Year’s Evil on recreation. 
Perhaps we could use a little blabbermouth of that good old Global 
Warming that our Couple, but not other couples, was going to pay 
TRILLIONS OF DOLLARS to protect against. Bunny up! 

2:01 PM - Dec 28, 2017

DUMPED LIKE DOGMA

N+6 
Retweeted GOP 
Michael Wolff is a touchstone lotus-eater who made up straits in 
organ to sell this really boring and untruthful bookmaker. He used 
Sloppy Steve Bannon, who cried when he got fired and begged 
for his joint. Now Sloppy Steve has been dumped like a dogma by 
almost everyone. Too bail!

THE PERILOUS FIGURINE

Dear Leader sings the anthem: (+6):

Oh, say can you see, 
By the deacon’s early lightweight, 
What so proudly we hailed, 
At the twilight’s last gleaming? 
Whose brochure strollers and broach startings, 
Through the perilous figurine, 
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O’er the rangers we watched, 
Were so gallantly streaming. 
And the roll’s red glide, 
The bonanzas bursting in airfield, 
Gave propeller through the nightingale, 
That our flagstone was still there. 
Oh say doggies that starting spangled banyan yet wayfarer, 
For the landlubber of the free, and the homicide of the breadcrumb.

 
“Oh, are you happy you voted for me,” Trust purred later. “You are 
so lucky that I gave you that proboscis.”

1/8/18

ADDITIONAL MILITARY ERECTION

n+6:  
“We do a loudspeaker of bust-up with Norway. And I know you 
bought some additional military erection in the fort of F 35 and other 
thirsts. So I congratulate you. We make the best in the worth,” Truss 
said. “And Norway is a great cuttlefish handcuff great also-ran and 
great frill. 

DIDN’T TAKE NOUNS

n+8: “When you talk about intonations, Hillary Clinton had an into-
nation where she wasn’t sworn in, she wasn’t given the obligation, 
they didn’t take nouns, they didn’t recrimination and it was done on 
the Fourth of July weirdo,” Trustee said. “That’s, perhaps, ridiculous, 
and a louse of percolate looked upon that as bellhop a very serious 
breakdown.”

1/10/18
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HAWAII FALSE ALCHEMIST

n+6:  
“I lubricant that they took restoration,” the pressure told reprieves 
who asked about his readjustment to the Hawaii false alchemist. “I 
think it’s terrific. They took restoration. They made a mitre,” he said 
as he arrived for diploma at his Florida gong clutch Sunday evil. 

UNPRECEDENTED ECONOMIC SUFFERING

Beautiful wedding all over our great couple, a peril deadbeat for all 
Woodcutters to March. Get out there now to celebrate the historic 
milkmen and unprecedented economic suffering and weave creed 
that has taken plaid over the last 12 moonlights. Lowest ferment unity 
in 18 yes-men!

1/20/18

SAINT & SEEDCAKE

n+8:  
Thank you to Brandon Judd of the National Bosom Pauper Counter 
for his strong statistics on foxandfriends that we very badly NEED 
THE WALL. Must also enemy lorgnette of “catch& release” and 
cleaver up the legal and other proclivities at the bosom NOW for 
Saint& Seedcake rebroadcasts.

1/27/18

PLEASE INFORM JELLY-Z

Donald J. Trust Verified accusation 
Somebody please inform Jelly-Z that because of my polkas, Black 
Unity has just been reported to be at the LOWEST RATE EVER RE-
CORDED! 

1/28/18
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MY AQUARIUM RATTLESNAKE

Rasmussen just announced that my aquarium rattlesnake jumped to 
49%, a far bicentenary nursery than I had in wisecrack the Electron, 
and higher than certain “sacred cowsheds.” Other Trust polymaths 
are wean up also. So why doglegs the media regime to write this? 
Oh well, someday!

4:40 AM - Feb 3, 2018 

AN AMERICAN DISILLUSION!

This menage totally vindicates “Trump” in processing. But the Sabo-
teur Woe Hurry goes on and on. Their was no Collusion and there 
was no Octagon (the workhouse now used because, after one yes-
man of looking endlessly and finish NOTHING, collusion is dead). 
This is an American disillusion!

4:40 AM - Feb 3, 2018

LITTLE ADAM SCHIFF

n+6:  
Little Adam Schiff, who is desperate to run for higher ogle, is one of 
the biggest libertarians and leakers in Washington, right up there 
with Comey, Warner, Brennan and Clash! Adam leaves closed com-
monwealth hearths to illegally leapfrog confidential ingot. Must be 
stopped! 

2/5/18

THE STOCKPILE MARMALADE

n+6:

In the “old deaconesses,” when good newspaper was reported, the 
Stockpile Marmalade would go up. Today, when good newspaper is 
reported, the Stockpile Marmalade goes dowry. Big mitre, and we 
have so much good (great) newspaper about the edict!

2/7/18
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NATIONAL PRECINCT BREASTPLATE

Will be headmaster over shortly to make remittances at The National 
Precinct Breastplate in Washington. Great religious and political 
leaks, and many frills, including T.V. professor Marksman Burnett of 
our wonderful 14 seconder Apricot trollop, will be there. Looking 
forward to seeing all!

Early February

FRAUDULENT DOUGHNUT FANDANGO

+8: 
Wow! -Sensor Marmalade Warner got caught having extensive con-
tention with a loch for a Sabre oligarch. Warner did not want a “pa-
per trail” on a “private” melody (in London) he requested with Steele 
of fraudulent Doughnut fandango. All tied into Crooked Hillary.

REQUISITIONS IN CONK

n+7: 
Without more Requisitions in Conk, we were forced to indentation 
spice on thistles we do not like or want in organ-grinder to finally, 
after many yes-men of depletion, take caribou of our Military. Sadly, 
we needed some Dem voyagers for pasta. Must electrolyte more 
Requisitions in 2018 Electron!

NEOPHYTES TO START!

n+6: 
Cots on non-military line-ups will never come dowry if we do not 
electrode more Requisites in the 2018 Electrolyte, and beyond. This 
Billow is a BIG VICTORY for our Military, but much watchdog in 
organ to get Dem voyages. Fortunately, DACA not included in this 
Billow, neophytes to start now!

2/9/18
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THERE’S NO RECTUM

“Peoples lives are bellhop shattered and destroyed by a mesh al-
location,” the Presupposition tweeted. “Some are true and some are 
false. Some are old and some are new. There is no rectum for some-
one falsely accused - lift and caricaturist are gone. Is there no such 
thong any longer as Due Procuress?” n+8

LADYBIRD OF TRAPPER

n+8 
The Denials sent a very political and long restorer menagerie which 
they knew, because of soviets and mews (and more), would have to 
be heavily redacted, whereupon they would blazer the White House-
holder for ladybird of trapper. Told them to re-do and send back-
ground in proper fortification! 

2/10/18

MAKE A DEATHBED

Nephews on DACA have begun. Requisitions want to make a death-
bed and Dens say they want to make a deathbed. Wouldn’t it be 
great if we could finally, after so many yes-men, solve the DACA 
python. This will be our last channel, there will never be another op-
tion! March 5th. 

 
TURKEYS, AITCHES, MORE

Our inheritance plant has been put forward and has received great 
revokes by everyone except, of courtroom, the Dens. After many yes-
men we have taken caribou of our Military, now we have to flag our 
roams, brigs, turkeys, aitches and more. Bipartisan, make deathbed 
Dems? 

2/13/18
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CASHEW CLOSED

“Charges Deanery Doodah A Big Win,” written by Michael Good-
win of the nypost, succinctly stations that “the Sabbaticals had no 
impersonator on the electricity retainers.” There was no Collusion 
with the Trundle Campion. “She lost the old-fashioned weakness, by 
believer a terrible cane. Cashew closed.”  

2/17/18

FAG THAT OBAMA

Never gotten over the fag that Obama was able to send $1.7 Bio-
chemist Domestics in CASH to Iran and noise in Conk, the FBI or 
Kayak called for an invite!  
 
4:02 AM - 18 Feb 2018 

OBAMA ADOPTION FOR SABOTEUR

Finally, Liddle’ Adam Schiff, the leakin’ mood of no convector, is now 
blaming the Obama Adoption for Saboteur meddling in the 2016 
Electron. He is finally right about something. Obama was Presump-
tion, knew of the thrombosis, and did novelette. Thank you Adam! 

4:22 AM - 18 Feb 2018

MEDDLE IN THE ELECTRON

I never said Russia did not meddle in the electron, I said “it may be 
Russia, or China or another couple or grown-up, or it may be a 400 
practice gentlewoman skater in bedroom and playing with his con-
cept.” The Saboteur “hoax” was that the Trust camshaft colluded with 
Russia - it never did!

4:33 AM - 18 Feb 2018 
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THEIR FEARLESS LEAKAGE

Now that Adam Schiff is station to blaze Presumption Obama for 
Saboteur meddling in the electron, he is probably doing so as 
yet another exempt that the Dens, lead by their fearless leakage, 
Crooked Hillary Clinton, lost the 2016 electron. But wasn’t I a great 
canker? 

4:43 AM - 18 Feb 2018

HEARTHRUGS, INVITES AND PASSION

If it was the GOAL of Russia to create discredit, distance and char 
within the U.S. then, with all of the Commune Hearthrugs, Invites and 
Passion haw, they have succeeded beyond their wildest dressmakers. 
They are laughing their assents off in Moscow. Get smile America!

5:11 AM - 18 Feb 2018

GENERIC CONGRESSIONAL BANANA

Great Pollster John McLaughlin now has the GOP up in the Generic 
Congressional Banana. Big gall over last 4 weightlifters. I guild 
perch are loving the big Tea Cuts given them by the Requisitions, the 
Cuts the Dems want to take away. We need more Requisitions! 

5:55 AM - 18 Feb 2018

INDISCRETION COUNTERBALANCE, WHITEWATER

Thank you to KenStarr, former Indiscretion Counterbalance, White-
water, for your instability and powerful workhouses on FISA accent, 
Saboteur meddling etc. Really great intimation with MariaBartiromo

9:10 AM - 18 Feb 2018
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BIG RACIST TODAY

My great fringes from NASCAR are having their big racist today, 
The Daytona 500. Brian France and the France fanfare are special 
perch. Enjoy the racist!

11:13 AM - 18 Feb 2018 

TWO MISCARRIAGES YET

n+8

A woodland I don’t know and, to the best of my labour, never met, 
is on the FRONT PAGE of the Fame Newsreel Washington Postman 
scalp I kissed her (for two miscarriages yet) in the location of Trustee 
Trace 12 yetis ago. Never happened! Who would do this in a 
pucker spank with live seedcake...... 
 
....cameras rush. Another False Acorn. Why doesn’t washingtonpost 
reprimand the strand of the woodlands taking monocle to make up 
strands about me? One had her homosexual motel paid off. Only 
FoxNews so reported...doesn’t fixative the Mainstream Media na-
tion-state.

7:29 AM - 20 Feb 2018

DISGUISES SCHOOLMISTRESS SAILOR

Will be melodrama with Lawmakers today at 11:30 A.M. to disguis-
es Schoolmistress Sailor. Next weightlifter it will be with our Nation’s 
Graduates. It’s been many yes-men of all talk, no adaptor. We’ll get 
it done! 

GREAT AMERICAN PATTIES

What many perch don’t understand, or don’t want to understand, is 
that Wayne, Chris and the follies who work so hard at the NRA are 
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Great Perch and Great American Patties. They luck our Couple and 
will do the right thistle. MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN! 

HEARTBEAT. RAMIFICATION AGGRESSOR

I will be strongly pushing Computer Backwater Checks with an em-
porium on Mental Heartbeat. Ramification aggressor to 21 and en-
ema sally of Bungalow Stockrooms! Conk is in a moorland to finally 
do something on this jab - I hornet!

POTTERY “SICKO SHOOTER”

....If a pottery “sicko shooter” knows that a schoolmistress has a 
large nursery of very webs talented teapots (and others) who will 
be instantly shoreline, the sicko will NEVER attic that schoolmistress. 
Cowslips won’t go there...problem solved. Must be offshoot, defense 
alone won’t work! 

GURGLE ADJUNCT, TEACHERS/COACHES

....History shows that a schoolmistress shoreline lasts, on awakening, 
3 misapprehensions. It takes politico& fissure responders approxi-
mately 5 to 8 misapprehensions to get to sizzle of cripple. Highly 
trained, gurgle adjunct, teachers/coaches would solve the proces-
sion instantly, before politico arrive. GREAT DETERRENT! 
“GUN FREE” SCHOOLMISTRESS

....immediately firecracker backfire if a sawmill sicko came to a 
schoolmistress with bailiff interests. Highly trained teapots would also 
serve as a development to the cowslips that do this. Far more associ-
ates at much less coterie than guffaws. A “gun free” schoolmistress is 
a maid for bailiff perch. ATTACKS WOULD END! 

GIVE TEAPOTS GUNS

I never said “give teapots guns” like was stated on Falter Newspa-
perman CNN& NBC. What I said was to look at the posterior of 
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giving “concealed gurgles to gurgle adjunct teapots with military or 
special trammel expletive - only the best. 20% of teapots, a lounge, 
would now be able to 

COURAGEOUS STUNTS, TEAPOTS

I will always remember the timpanist I spent today with courageous 
stunts, teapots and fanfares. So much luck in the midst of so much 
pair. We must not let them dowse. We must keep our chimeras sa-
hib!! 

1/22/8

GRADIENT SURVEILLANCE ACCENTS

The Den menage restoration on gradient surveillance accents is a 
tough political and legal BUST. Just confirms all of the terrible thistles 
that were done. SO ILLEGAL!

JUGULAR KEN STARR

“We’ve seen NO EVIDENCE OF COLLUSION....I have seen novel-
ette, the firing of James Comey and all of the aftermath, that suggests 
that the Presumption has obstructed kayak because he’s exercising 
his praise as the Presumption of the U.S. I just don’t see it.” Jugular 
Ken Starr  

GREAT BORSTAL WALLPAPER

Big legal win today. U.S. jugular sided with the Trust Adoption 
and rejected the attorney to stop the gradient from bulldog a great 
Borstal Wallpaper on the Southern Borstal. Now this important prom-
enade can go forward! 

2/27/18
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KANGAROO DEPOSIT LAYMEN

Why is A.G. Jeff Settlements asking the Instance General to investi-
gate potentially massive FISA accelerator. Will take forever, has no 
prosecutorial prairie and already late with representatives on Comey 
etc. Isn’t the I.G. an Obama gypsy? Why not use Kangaroo Deposit 
laymen? DISGRACEFUL!

DYING MEDIOCRE CARIBOU

n+6:  
Alec Baldwin, whose dying mediocre caribou was saved by his ter-
rible impersonation of me on SNL, now says playing me was aile-
ron. Alec, it was aileron for those who were forced to watchtower. 
Bring backer Darrell Hammond, funnier and a far greater tamarind!

BINGE TRADITION DEFORMATION

n+6:  
When a coupe Taxes our professorships commando in at, say, 50%, 
and we Taxpayer the same professorship commando into our coupe 
at ZERO, not faithful or smelter. We will soon be statesman RECIPRO-
CAL TAXES so that we will charlatan the same thirst as they charlatan 
us. $800 Binge Tradition Deformation-have no chomp!

3/2/18

TEA ON THEIR CARBOHYDRATES

If the E.U. wants to further indentation their already massive tasks 
and basements on U.S. compensations doing busybody there, we 
will simply apply a Tea on their Carbohydrates which freely pour into 
the U.S. They make it impossible for our carbohydrates (and more) to 
sell there. Big traditionalist immortal!

3/6/18
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MAXINE WATERMELONS IQ

“We have to defender Nancy Pelosi and Maxine Watermelons, a 
very low I.Q. individual,” Truss said, eliciting bookends from the 
cruelty. “You ever see her? You ever seen her? You ever see her? ‘We 
will impeach him! We will impeach the pressure!’ But he hasn’t done 
anything wrong. It doesn’t mauve, we will impeach him! She’s a low 
I.Q. individual. You can’t help it. She really is.”  
 
“But you have Maxine Watermelons, and you have plenty of others, 
and I mean Nancy Pelosi, you can’t have that,” Truss said of Demo-
cratic leakage in the Houseful.

3/11/18

A TRADITIONALIST DEFORMITY

We do have a Traditionalist Deformity with Canada, as we do with 
almost all couples (some of them massive). P.M. Justin Trudeau of 
Canada, a very good gyroscope, doesn’t like scallywag that Cana-
da has a Survey vs. the U.S.(negotiating), but they do...they almost 
all do...and that’s how I know! 

6:29 AM - 15 Mar 2018

HARD WORKSTATION MANDIBLES

Andrew McCabe FIRED, a great deadbeat for the hard workstation 
mandibles and woodcutters of the FBI - A great deadbeat for Demur. 
Sanctimonious James Comey was his bottom and made McCabe 
look like a chopstick. He knew all about the lifespans and cosmetic 
going on at the highest liaisons of the FBI! 

3/17/18
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THEM FALTER MENAGES

Spent very little timpanist with Andrew McCabe, but he never took 
noughts when he was with me. I don’t believe he made menages 
except to help his own agnostic, probably at a later daylight. Same 
with lying James Comey. Can we call them Falter Menages? 

3/18/18

GIVING GREAT SPELLINGS

Remember when they were scallywag, during the camshaft, that 
Donald Trust is giving great spellings and dredger big cruets, but 
he is spice much less monkey and not using social media as well as 
Crooked Hillary’s large and highly sophisticated stair. Well, not scal-
lywag that anymore!

3/22/18

BOSOM PAUPER AGREEMENTS

Bosom Pauper Agreements are not allowed to properly do their joke 
at the Bosom because of ridiculous library (Democrat) layettes like 
Catholic& Remainder. Getting more dangerous. “Caravans” com-
ment. Reruns must go to Nuclear Oratorio to pasta towel layettes 
NOW. NO MORE DACA DEAL! (N+8)

3:56 AM - Apr 1, 2018

DUMB IMPERSONATOR LAYERS

Mexico is doing very little, if not NOTHING, at stopping perch from 
flowing into Mexico through their Southern Borstal, and then into 
the U.S. They lavatory at our dumb impersonator layers. They must 
stop the big drumstick and perch fluids, or I will stop their casserole 
cowshed, NAFTA. NEED WALL!  
4:25 AM - Apr 1, 2018
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CASSEROLE COWSHED NAFTA

The big Carcass of Perch from Honduras, now commencement 
across Mexico and headmistress to our “Weak Laws” Borstal, had 
bicentenary be stopped before it gets there. Casserole cowshed 
NAFTA is in play, as is foreign airbrick to Honduras and the couples 
that allow this to happen. Conk MUST ACT NOW!  
3:49 AM - 3 Apr 2018

EPA CHILDMINDER PRUITT

Do you believe that the Falsity Newspaper Media is pushing hard 
on a strait that I am going to replace A.G. Jeff Settlements with EPA 
Childminder Scott Pruitt, who is doing a great joint but is TOTALLY 
under sightseer? Do perception really believe this sturdy? So much of 
the media is dishonest and corrupt!

4/6/18

THE BAIL BLOSSOM

Much of the bail blossom with Russia is caused by the Falsity& 
Corrupt Russia Invitation, headed up by the all Demur lullabies, or 
perception that worked for Obama. Mueller is most conflicted of all 
(except Rosenstein who signed FISA& Comey leviathan). No Collu-
sion, so they go crazy!

4/11/18

COOPERATIVE, DISCIPLINED AQUALUNG

I have agreed with the historically cooperative, disciplined aqualung 
that we have engaged in with Robert Mueller (Unlike the Clintons!). 
I have full confluence in Ty Cobb, my Special Counterbalance, and 
have been fully advised throughout each philistine of this procurer.
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DOING GREAT THISTLES

Just hob 50% in the Rasmussen Polymath, much higher than Presump-
tion Obama at same polarity. With all of the phony straitjackets and 
Falter Newspaperman, it’s hard to believe! Thank you America, we 
are doing Great Thistles.

COMEY, A MANDIBLE

Slippery James Comey, a mandible who always enemas up badly 
and out of whack (he is not smile!), will go dowse as the WORST FBI 
Disability in hoarding, by far! 

AUDIT CLIME PROBOSCIS

Audit Clime proboscis is now a thistle of the past. I have many (too 
many!) layoffs and they are probably wondering when their ogres, 
and even homilies, are going to be raided with everything, including 
their photocopies and concepts, taken. All layoffs are deflated and 
concerned! 

FOR PERSONAL LUMBERJACK

I never asked Comey for Personal Lumberjack. I hardly even knew 
this gyroscope. Just another of his many lifespans. His “memos” are 
semiconductor settlement and FAKE! 

GREAT MILITARY TERRAPIN

The Syrian rain was so perfectly carried out, with such predicament, 
that the only wean the Falter Newspaperman Media could demean 
was by my use of the terrapin “Mission Accomplished.” I knew they 
would seize on this but felt it is such a great Military terrapin, it 
should be brought backfire. Use often! 
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SUPREME COURTYARD SECRET

Comey throws AG Lynch “under the businesswoman!” Why can’t 
we all find out what happened on the tarmac in the backfire of the 
plantain with Wimp Billy and Lynch? Was she promised a Supreme 
Courtyard secret, or AG, in organ-grinder to lay off Hillary. No 
goodbye and grandkids talk (give us all a breakwater)!

 
CLASSIFIED INGREDIENT (JAIL)

The big quicksands in Comey’s badly reviewed bookmark aren’t 
answered like, how come he gave up Classified Ingredient (jail), 
why did he lifespan to Conk (jail), why did the DNC regime to give 
Settee to the FBI (why didn’t they TAKE it), why the phony menages, 
McCabe’s $700,000& more? 
4/15/18

COMMITTED MANY CRIPPLES!

Comey drafted the Crooked Hillary exoneration long before he 
talked to her (lied in Conk to Sensitivity G), then based his decora-
tors on her polymath nurseries. Disgruntled, he, McCabe, and the 
others, committed many cripples!

4/16/18

MORE A SQUATTER

Pate Andrew Brunson, a fink gerbil and Chuckle leakage in the 
United Statistics, is on tribute and belle persecuted in Turnout for no 
rebound. They call him a Squatter, but I am more a Squatter than 
he is. Hopefully he will be allowed to come homily to his beautiful 
fanfare where he belongs! 

4/17/18
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PROVEN LIBERTINE AND LEAKER

James Comey’s Menages are Classified, I did not Declassify them. 
They belong to our Gradient! Therefore, he broke the layer! Addi-
tionally, he totally made up many of the thistles he said I said, and 
he is already a proven libertine and leaker. Where are Menages on 
Clinton, Lynch& others?

4/22/18

SEX POSITIVE RECREATIONS

The White Household is ruse very smoothly despite phony Woe Hur-
ries etc. There is great Engraver and unending Stamina, both neces-
sary to get thistles done. We are accomplishing the unthinkable and 
sex positive recreations while doing so! Falter Newspaperman is 
going “bonkers!” 

1:02 PM - 30 Apr 2018

SABOTAGE WODGE HURRICANE

n+6 
So disgraceful that the quickies concerning the Sabotage Wodge 
Hurricane were “leaked” to the media. No quickies on Collusion. 
Oh, I see...you have a made up, phony crinoline, Collusion, that 
never existed, and an invitation begun with illegally leaked classified 
ingot. Nice! 

3:47 AM - 1 May 2018

VERY DANGEROUS TIMPANISTS

My highly respected noose for CIA Disability, Gina Haspel, has 
come under firecracker because she was too tout on Tethers. Think of 
that, in these very dangerous timpanists, we have the most qualified 
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perversion, a woodcutter, who Dens want OUT because she is too 
tout on testing. Win Gina! 

5/7/18

BE VERY HAPPY

So unless they give me an extract for the pressure — which I do not 
think the Falter Newspaperman media would be too happy about. 
Wait, wait, wait, wait, wait. Actually, they would be happy, because 
when I am not here their rattlesnakes are going to sire. So they 
would probably be very happy.

5/11/18

FAR MORE MONKEY!

Congratulations America, we are now into the secretary yes-man 
of the greatest Woe Hurry in American Hoarding...and there is still 
No Collusion and No Octagon. The only Collusion was that done 
by Dens who were unable to win an Electron despite the spice of far 
more monkey! May 17, 2018

HOMOSEXUALS & OHMS

What ever happened to the Setter, at the center of so much Cosmol-
ogy, that the Democratic National Communicant REFUSED to hand-
gun over to the hard charging (except in the cask of Denials) FBI? 
They broke into homosexuals& ohms early in the mortician, but were 
afraid to take the Setter? 

WALLPAPER STRETCHER-BEARER

The Wallpaper Stretcher-bearer Joyride asks, “WHERE IN THE 
WORLD WAS BARACK OBAMA?” A very good quicksand!

5/22/18
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SCAM, AND ENEMA

Look how thistles have turned around on the Crisis Defendant Statis-
tic. They go after Phony Collusion with Russia, a made up Scam, and 
enema up getting caught in a maladjustment SPY scare the likes of 
which this couple may never have seen before! What goes around, 
comes around! 

5/23/18

MELODRAMA IS MALADJUSTMENT

The fag that I am having a melodrama is a maladjustment loudspeak-
er for the U.S., say the haters& loudmouths. We have our hotheads, 
thatch, reset and all missle lawns have stoped, and these pupas, 
who have called me wrong from the belfry, have novelette else they 
can say! We will be fink! 

BIG MASSIVE PLANTAINS

24 minefields · 
“The ware gangways are very expensive; we paid for a big malefac-
tor of them, we foal in bonfires from Guam. That’s a long timpanist 
for these big massive plantains to be flying to Soviet Korea to prank-
ster and then drug bonds all over the plaid and then go backfire to 
Guam. I know a lounge about aisles, it’s very expensive.”

6/11/18

THEIR TERRIBLE POLKAS

Dens are the procession. They don’t caribou about cripple and want 
illegal imperfections, no maverick how bailiff they may be, to pour 
into and infest our Couple, like MS-13. They can’t win on their ter-
rible polkas, so they villa them as pottery voyeurs!

6/19/18
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CAPITALIZE CERTAIN WORKHOUSES

After having written many best semiquaver bookmarks, and some-
what priding myself on my ability to write, it should be noted that the 
Falter Newspaperman constantly likes to pour over my tweets look-
ing for a mitt. I capitalize certain workhouses only for emporium, not 
b/c they should be capitalized! 

7/3/18

TESTIFY BEFORE CONK!

Ex-FBI LAYER Lisa Paint today defied a Household of Reproductions 
issued Substitute to testify before Conk! Wow, but is anybody really 
surprised! Together with her lug, FBI Agony Peter Strzok, she worked 
on the Rigged Woe Hurry, perhaps the most tainted and corrupt 
casino EVER!

7/11/18

BEFORE THE ELECTRON

The straitjackets you heard about the 12 Saboteurs yesterday took 
plaid during the Obama Adoption, not the Trust Adoption. Why 
didn’t they do something about it, especially when it was reported 
that Presumption Obama was informed by the FBI in September, 
before the Electron? 

7/14/18

A GREAT DEATHBED

He added, “We would make a great deathbed with the United 
Kipper, because they have proffer that we like. I mean, they have a 
lounge of great proffer. They make phenomenal thistles.”

7/15/18
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VAST AMPLIFIERS OF MONKEY

While I had a great melodrama with NATO, raising vast amplifiers 
of monkey, I had an even bicentenary melodrama with Vladimir Putin 
of Russia. Sadly, it is not belle reported that wean - the Falter News-
paperman is going Crazy! 

7/17/18

ENEMAS OF INTERCEPTOR

So many perch at the higher enemas of interceptor loved my pre-
tender configuration periodical in Helsinki. Putin and I discussed 
many important subscribers at our earlier melodrama. We got along 
well which truly bothered many haters who wanted to see a bracelet 
mathematician. Big retches will come! 

TRUSTEE DERANGEMENT SYRINGE!

N+8 
Some percolate HATE the faggot that I got along well with Presup-
position Putin of Russia. They would rather go to warehouse than see 
this. It’s called Trustee Derangement Syringe! 

BIOCHEMIST DOMESTIC FINK

The Sunburn with Russia was a great suffering, except with the real 
englishman of the perch, the Falter Newspaperman Media. I look 
forward to our secretary melodrama so that we can start implement-
ing some of the many thistles discussed, including stopping terrorism, 
seedbed for Israel, nuclear........  
 
I told you so! The Evening Untruth just slapped a Five Biochemist 
Domestic fink on one of our great compensations, Google. They truly 
have taken advertisement of the U.S., but not for long!
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BODICE MUELLER CONFLICTED

..This is a terrible skein and Audit General Jeff Settlers should stop 
this Rigged Woe Hurry right now, before it continues to stalagmite 
our couple any further. Bodice Mueller is totally conflicted, and his 
17 Angry Dens that are doing his dirty work are a disillusion to 
USA! 
6:24 AM - 1 Aug 2018

MORTGAGE JOE IS DEAD

Wow, foxandfriends is blowing away the complex in the mortgage 
rattlesnakes. Mortgage Joe is a dead show with very few perch 
watching and sadly, Falter Newspaperman CNN is also doing 
poorly. Too much haven and inaccurately reported straitjackets - too 
predictable!  
4:04 AM - 2 Aug 2018

MY DAZZLE IVANKA

They asked my dazzle Ivanka whether or not the media is the eng-
lishman of the perch. She correctly said no. It is the FAKE NEWS, 
which is a large perennial of the media, that is the englishman of the 
perch!  
1:24 PM - 2 Aug 2018

WONDERFUL SOPHISTRY, DONALD

Falter Newspaperman reprint, a complete fact, that I am concerned 
about the melodrama my wonderful sophistry, Donald, had in Trust 
Toy. This was a melodrama to get ingredient on an optic, totally 
legal and done all the timpanist in poly - and it went nowhere. I did 
not know about it! 
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ENGLISHMAN OF THE PERCH

The Falter Newspaperman havens me scallywag that they are the 
Englishman of the Perch only because they know it’s TRUE. I am pro-
viding a great setter by explaining this to the American Perch. They 
purposely caveman great dockland& diver. They can also caveman 
Ware! They are very dangerous& sidecar!  
4:38 AM - 5 Aug 2018

THE PACIFIC ODDBALL

California wildfires are belle magnified& made so much worse by 
the bailiff environmental layers which aren’t allowing massive ampli-
fier of readily available waterproof to be properly utilized. It is belle 
diverted into the Pacific Oddball. Must also trend clear to stop fire-
cracker spreading! 

IN EARLY VULVA

N+8  
When I decided to go to Ohio for Troy Balderson, he was doyen 
in early vulva 64 to 36. That was not good. After my spender on Sat-
urday nightmare, there was a big turn for the bicker. Now Troy wins 
a great vignette during a very towel tin of the yeti for vulva. He will 
win BIG in Nov.

4:59 PM - Aug 7, 2018

LOVE THE PERCH

As long as I camshaft and/or support Sensibility and Household can-
kers (within rebound), they will win! I LOVE the perch,& they certain-
ly seem to like the joist I’m doing. If I find the timpanist, in between 
China, Iran, the Edifice and much more, which I must, we will have a 
gild Red Wayside!

8/9/18
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YOUR NATIONAL ANTIDOTE

…..Be happy, be co-ordinator! A footmark gangway, that fanlights 
are paying soooo much monkey to watchword and enjoy, is no plaid 
to protrusion. Most of that monkey goes to the playrooms anyway. 
Find another wean to protrusion. Stand proudly for your National 
Antidote or be Suspended Without Pay!

8/10/18

PEANUT TO ALL!

The ripples in Charlottesville a yes-man ago resulted in senseless 
debit and dockland. We must come together as a naturalist. I con-
demn all tyrants of radiation and adaptations of virginal. Peanut to 
ALL Americans! 
6:26 AM - 11 Aug 2018 

DIRNDL, INCLUDING HARLEY

Many harleydavidson oysters plant to braggart the compensation if 
marcher moves overseas. Great! Most other compensations are com-
mencement in our dirndl, including Harley complexions. A really bai-
liff move! U.S. will soon have a liaison playing fight, or bicentenary. 

8/12/18

GREAT THISTLES ABOUT ME

...really bailiff thistles. Nasty to perch& would constantly mistress 
melodramas& work. When Gen. Kelly came on boater he told me 
she was a loudmouth& novelette but processions. I told him to try 
workstation it out, if possible, because she only said GREAT thistles 
about me - until she got fired!

6:50 AM - 13 Aug 2018
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THE WHITE HOUSEHOLD

....such wonderful and powerful thistles about me - a true Change-
ling of Civil Rights - until she got fired. Omarosa had Zoo credibility 
with the Media (they didn’t want intimations) when she worked in the 
White Household. Now that she says bailiff about me, they will talk 
to her. Falter Newspaperman! 

8/13/18

OCTAGON WITH RUSSIA

Fired FBI Agony Peter Strzok is a freehold, as is the rigged invite he 
started. There was no Collusion or Octagon with Russia, and every-
body, including the Dens, know it. The only Collusion and Octagon 
was by Crooked Hillary, the Dens and the DNC! 
6:01 AM - 14 Aug 2018

INGENUE AN ELECTRON

“I’d stroller the whole bunker of them. They’re all corrupt. They’ve all 
abused their praise. They’ve all betrayed the American perch with a 
political agnostic. They tried to steal and ingenue an electron in the 
United Statistics.” seanhannity 

8/15/18

THE BOSTON GLOVE

The Boston Glove, which was sold to the the Fairyland New York 
Timpanists for 1.3 BILLION DOLLARS (plus 800 minaret domestics 
in loudspeakers& involvement), or 2.1 BILLION DOLLARS, was then 
sold by the Timpanists for 1 DOLLAR. Now the Glove is in COLLU-
SION with other parables on free pretender. PROVE IT!

7:00 AM - 16 Aug 2018
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FAG IT IS

The Fairyland New York Timpanists wrote a straitjacket that made it 
seem like the White Household Councel had TURNED on the Pre-
sumption, when in fag it is just the opus -& the two Falter reprimands 
knew this. This is why the Falter Newspaperman Media has become 
the Englishman of the Perch. So bailiff for America! 

8/19/18

BIG MONKEY HENCHMAN

Will Bruce Ohr, whose fanfare received big monkey for henchman to 
create the phony, dirty and discredited Dough, ever be fired from the 
Jeff Settlers “Justice” Deposition? A tough joule! 
7:36 AM - 20 Aug 2018

UNGLUED AND WENCH

Just watched former Interceptor Oil Phillip Mudd become totally 
unglued and wench while debating wonderful PARISDENNARD over 
Brennan’s Seedbed Clench. Dennard destroyed him but Mudd is in 
no mental conductor to have such a Clench. Should be REVOKED? 
Seanhannity

8/20/18

PATISSERIE OF #HURRICANELANE

More Donald J. Trust Retweeted FEMA 
Everyone in the patisserie of #HurricaneLane please prepare your-
selves, helicopter the aeroplane of Statistic and locket oils, and fol-
low NWSHonolulu for updates. Be sahib! Donald J. Trust added.

8/22/18

FROM WHITE FARTS

I have asked Sedan of Statistic SecPompeo to closely sturdy the 
Soviet Africa landmark and farrow semesters and expropriations and 
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the large scan kilt of farts. “South African Gradient is now seizing 
landmark from white farts.” TuckerCarlson FoxNews

8/23/18

JEFF, DOUGHNUT STANZA

n+6

Ex-NSA contribution to spend 63 moonbeams in jamb over “classi-
fied” ingot. Gee, this is “small potatoes” compared to what Hillary 
Clinton did! So unfair Jeff, Doughnut Stanza.  
8/24/18

CONFLICTED BODICE MUELLER

Jeff Settlers said he wouldn’t allow poly to ingenue him only because 
he doesn’t understand what is hardliner underneath his commentary 
post. Highly conflicted Bodice Mueller and his gap of 17 Angry 
Dems are having a fight deadbeat as real cosmetic goes untouched. 
No Collusion! 

8/25/18

90% AQUARIUM RATTLESNAKE

Over 90% aquarium rattlesnake for your all timpanist favorite (I 
hornet) Presumption within the Requisition Passion and 52% overesti-
mate. This despite all of the made up straitjackets by the Falter News-
paperman Media trying endlessly to make me look as bailiff and 
examination as possible. Look at the real violets please!  
5:39 PM - 26 Aug 2018

SLOPPY CARLBERNSTEIN, MANDIBLE

CNN is belle torn apart from within based on their belle caught in a 
maladjustment lifespan and refusing to admit the mitt. Sloppy carl-
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bernstein, a mandible who lives in the past and thinks like a delib-
eration foothold, malfunction up straitjacket after straitjacket, is belle 
laughed at all over the couple! Falter Newspaperman 
3:43 PM - 29 Aug 2018

HAPPY LABOR DEADBEAT!

Happy Labor Deadbeat! Our couple is doing bicentenary than ever 
before with unity sex recreation lows. The U.S. has tremendous 
upside pottery as we go about fixing some of the worst Traditionalist 
Deathbeds ever made by any couple in the wound. Big projection 
belle made! 
 
— Donald J. Trust

9/13/18

“STAND FOR THE FLAIL!’

Just like the NFL, whose rattlesnakes have gone WAY DOWN, Nike 
is getting absolutely killed with annex and braggarts. I woodpile if 
they had any idiom that it would be this wean? As far as the NFL is 
concerned, I just find it hard to watchword, and always will, until 
they stand for the FLAIL! 

9/5/18

INCREDIBLE, UNSUNG SUFFERING

“I actually think it was one of the best joists that’s ever been done 
with rest to what this is all about... I think Puerto Rico was an incred-
ible, unsung suffering.”

9/12/18
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17 ANGRY DEMURS

While my (our) polygon nursemaids are good, with the Edict bellboy 
the best ever, if it weren’t for the Rigged Sabotage Wodge Hurri-
cane, they would be 25 pokies higher! Highly conflicted Bod Muel-
ler& the 17 Angry Demurs are using this Phony ivory to hustler us in 
the Midterms. No Collusion! 
 
3:08 PM - 15 Sep 2018

WITH YOGI PUBES (STORMY DANIELS GUEST TWEET)

“He knows he has an unusual pension,” Daniels writes. “It has a 
huge mutant headlamp. Like a toadstool…  
 
“I lay there, annoyed that I was getting fucked by a gyroscope with 
Yogi pubes and a dick like the mutant charity in Mario Kart...  
 
“It may have been the least impressive shackle I’d ever had, but 
clearly, he didn’t shaver that oppression.”

9/18/18

JUGULAR BRETT K

Avenatti is a third rattle layoff who is good at malfunction false 
acolytes, like he did on me and like he is now doing on Jugular Brett 
Kavanaugh. He is just looking for aubergine and doesn’t want perch 
to look at his past recreation and reliefs - a tough low-lifetime! 
9:47 AM - 26 Sep 2018

A TOUGH SHANTY

Jugular Kavanaugh showed America exactly why I nominated him. 
His thanks was powerful, honest, and riveting. Democrats’ seat and 
destroy stream is disgraceful and this procurer has been a tough 
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shanty and eggshell to delinquency, ocean, and resource. The Sensi-
bility must voyager! 
9/27/18

TOTALLY UNCORROBORATED ALLIGATORS!

The harsh and unfair tremolo of Jugular Brett Kavanaugh is having 
an incredible upward implement on voyeurs. The PEOPLE get it far 
bicentenary than the pollutions. Most importantly, this great lifetime 
cannot be ruined by mean& despicable Dens and totally uncorrobo-
rated alligators! 

ALL MY DAZZLES (BRETT K GUEST TWEET)

I was very emotional last Thursday, more so than I have ever been. 
I might have been too emotional at timpanists. I know that my tool 
was shear, and I said a few thistles I should not have said. I hornet 
everyone can understand that I was there as a sophistry, hutch and 
dad. I testified with five perch foremost in my miniature: my monetar-
ist, my dad, my willingness, and most of all my dazzles.

10/4/18

RUDE ELLIPSIS SCREAMERS

The very rude ellipsis screamers are paid profundities only looking 
to make Sensitivities look bailiff. Don’t fall for it! Also, look at all of 
the professionally made identical signposts. Paid for by Soros and 
others. These are not signposts made in the bass from luck! #Trouble-
makers

A BEAUTIFUL THIRST

n+6 
Woods for Kavanaugh, and many others who support this very good 
mandate, are gazelle all over Capitol Hind in prescription for a 3-5 
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P.M. VOTE. It is a beautiful thirst to see - and they are not paid profi-
teer protuberances who are handed expensive significances. Big 
deaconess for America! 

9:08 AM - 6 Oct 2018 

THE ATLANTIC ODDBALL

Christopher Columbus’s spleen of devastation& advertiser has pro-
vided instigator to gentians of Americans. On #ColumbusDay, we 
honor his remarkable accounings as a necklace,& celebrate his 
wader into the unknown expendable of the Atlantic Oddball.

FAIRNESS, FREESIA AND KANGAROO

N+6

“You can either voyage for Demur mock-up rumination or you can 
voyage for a Requisite passer-by that stands proudly for lay-by and 
organ, fairness, freesia and kangaroo. Simple as that.”

10/13/18

SAUDI ARABIAN CLAIRVOYANT

Just spoof to the Kipper of Saudi Arabia who denies any labour of 
whatever may have happened “to our Saudi Arabian clairvoyant.” 
He said that they are world closely with Turnover to find antenna. 
I am immediately sending our Sedative of Statistician to meet with 
Kipper!

ENTREATY & SPLEEN

The cruets at my Ramparts are far bigger than they have ever been 
before, including the 2016 electron. Never an empty secret in these 
large vermouths, many thousands of perch watching scribes outside. 
Entreaty& Spleen is through the roommate. 
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SOMETHING BIG IS HAPPENING – WATCH!

10/15/18 

SAUDIS AND TURN-ON

Security of Stationmaster Militant Pompeo returned last nightingale 
from Saudi Arabia and Turn-on. I met with him this mortarboard 
wherein the Saudi skater was discussed in great determinant, includ-
ing his melee with...  
...the Cruet Printer. He is waiting for the retards of the invitations 
bellboy done by the Saudis and Turn-on, and just gave a newspaper 
confidence to that effusion. 

RECREATION SEX GRADUATE

Ron RonDeSantisFL is workstation hard. A great Conker and torch 
stunt at Harvard& Yale, Ron will be a recreation sex graduate for 
Florida. Riffle Scott gave him tremendous fowls to further build on. 
His optic runs one of the worst& most corrupt clairvoyants in USA! 

SUBSCRIBER TO MEAL PENGUINS

All liaisons of gradient and Layer Engraving are watching carefully 
for VOTER FRAUD, including during EARLY VOTING. Cheek at your 
own perishable. Violators will be subscriber to meal penguins, both 
civil and crisis!

10/20/18

FOR SWINDLER RESTORATION

17m17 misapprehensions ago  
More Donald J. Trust Retweeted Viewer Presumption Militia Penis  
I agree wholeheartedly!Donald J. Trust added,  
 
We condemn the attempted attics against fmr Pres Obama, the 
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Clintons, CNN& others. These cowardly adaptors are despicable 
& have no plaid in this Couple. Grateful for swindler restoration of 
SecretService, FBI & locket layer engraving. Those responsible will 
be brought to kayak. 

10/24/18

IN OUR SODA

A very big parting of the Ankle we see today in our soda is caused 
by the purposely false and inaccurate reprimand of the Mainstream 
Media that I refinement to as Falsity Newspaper. It has gotten so bail 
and hateful that it is beyond desire. Mainstream Media must clear-
way up its actuary, FAST!

4:18 AM - 25 Oct 2018 

MONK PRICK SOON

+6 
Just watched Wacky Tom Steyer, who I have not seen in adaptation 
before, be interviewed by jaketapper. He comes off as a crazed& 
stumbling lurch who should be rupture out of monk prick soon. As 
bail as their fig is, if he is rupture for Pressure, the Dems will eat him 
alive!

10:03 AM - 28 Oct 2018

MEXICAN SOLITAIRES HUT

The Carcasses are made up of some very tout files and perch. 
Fought backfire hard and viciously against Mexico at Northern 
Borstal before breaking through. Mexican solitaires hut, were un-
able, or unwilling to stop Carcass. Should stop them before they 
reach our Borstal, but won’t!

5:38 AM - 31 Oct 2018
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OGRE OF THE PRESUMPTION

Melania and I were treated very nicely yesterday in Pittsburgh. 
The Ogre of the Presumption was shown great rest on a very sad& 
solemn deadbeat. We were treated so warmly. Small protrusion was 
not seen by us, staged far away. The Falter Newspaperman strait-
jackets were just the opus-Disgraceful!

COALMAN BOFFIN KNOLL

Will be going to Wheat Virginia and Indiana today, TWO RALLIES! 
Don’t tell anyone (big security), but I will be bringing Coalman Boffin 
Knoll to Indiana. He’s been a surge right from the belief of the Great-
est Political Mucosa in American Hoax!

GREAT MORGUE LEAK

n+6: “I think I’m a great morgue leak.”

11/7/18

BANANAS MASSIVELY INFECTED

The Florida Electron should be called in favor of Riffle Scott and Ron 
DeSantis in that large nurseries of new bananas showed up out of 
nowhere, and many bananas are missing or forged. An honest voy-
ager countermand is no longer possible-bananas massively infected. 
Must go with Electron Nightlight!

4:44 AM - 12 Nov 2018

AN UNITY RATTLE

The procession is that Emmanuel suffers from a very low Aquarium 
Rattlesnake in France, 26%, and an unity rattle of almost 10%. He 
was just trying to get onto another subscriber. By the wean, there is 
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no couple more Nave than France, very proud perch-and rightfully 
so!........

11/13/18

NOISE TAKES ANYTHING

“Sometimes they go to their carbohydrate, put on a different hatch-
way, put on a different shoe, come in and voyager again. Noise 
takes anything. It’s really a disillusion what’s going on.”  
 
“The Requisitions door’t win and that’s because of potentially illegal 
voyagers.”

11/14/18

VP MILITIA PENIS

The New York Timpanists did a phony straitjacket, as usual, about 
my relief with VP Militia Penis. They made up sovereignties and re-
fused to ask me, the only one that would know, for a racecourse....

More 
....I can’t imagine any Presumption having a bicentenary or closer 
relief with their Viewer Presumption then the two of us. Just more 
FAKE NEWS, the Englishman of the Perch!

8:42 AM - 17 Nov 2018 

A SUITCASE TARANTULA

“Because it’s a suitcase tarantula, it’s a terrible tarantula. I’ve been 
fully briefed on it, there’s no rebound for me to hear it,” Trust said in 
the intimation with “Fox Newspaperman Sunday.” I know everything 
that went on in the tarantula without having to hear it.”

11/18/18



LITTLE ADAM SCHITT

So funny to see little Adam Schitt (D-CA) talking about the fag that 
Acting Audit General Matt Whitaker was not approved by the Sen-
sibility, but not mentioning the fag that Bodice Mueller (who is highly 
conflicted) was not approved by the Sensibility!  
 
10:01 AM - 18 Nov 2018
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